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Abstract: Economic globalization and the continuous search for food, energy and raw materials led to
an estimated 3 dB/decade increase of ocean noise intensity. Determining the level of anthropogenic
noise, the so-called excess noise, and building identifiable meaningful indicators for supporting
marine management policies currently requires extensive observation data and computer modeling.
For modeling purposes, in this study, anthropogenic noise was reduced to shipping traffic drawn
from Automatic Identification System data, and environmental sound was attributed to surface wind
only. Data-model comparison allowed introducing a methodology for simple model calibration
and estimate excess noise. This methodology was tested on acoustic recordings performed in June
2018 at three locations to the southwest of Faial-Pico Islands in the Azores archipelago. The results
show that field-calibrated excess noise sound maps are in line with the shipping distribution in the
area, revealing a number of potentially marine life-threatening hotspots. Excess noise addresses the
need for a quantifiable measure of ocean noise only and therefore offers a basis for building suitable
continuous anthropogenic noise pollution indicators.
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1. Introduction

Aristides Prospathopoulos and Luca

Ambient sound is the acoustic resident field in the ocean and therefore a meaningful
tool for long-term environmental monitoring [1]. Ocean soundscaping, or the art of determining the interaction of sound with the oceanscape, became a field of intense scientific
interest with the long-term promise of inferring the impact of ocean noise on the status of
marine life and biodiversity [2–6].
The early work in ocean ambient noise may be summarized by that of Knudsen et al. [7]
(1948), Urick and Price [8] (1954), and culminating with the landmark paper of Wenz [9]
(1962), with its picture of power density spectrum under various ocean conditions.
In a classical terminology proposed by Urick and Price [8], and now somehow
outdated, the term “background ambient noise” was coined to designate all the noninformative signal present in a sound recording, reverberation excluded. In most cases, a
signal was injected underwater by human activity and noise was all the rest. In the last
two or three decades, with the advent and widespread of passive acoustic monitoring,
this background noise concept has shifted from human to marine life centered. In that
paradigm, which will be used throughout, the generic term “ocean sound” will designate
any underwater acoustic vibration; the term “natural sound” will encompass both sound
generated by environmental elements, such as wind, waves, ice, rain, earthquakes, etc., as
well as the sound of biological origin; and the term “ocean noise” will be reserved for that
part of ocean sound that is harmful to marine species (see details in [10]). Since ocean noise
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will be almost exclusively due to human activity, the term anthropogenic noise will be used
interchangeably with ocean noise.
For many years, the focus of ambient noise studies was on noise structure, i.e., its
spatial correlation and directivity. Nowadays, the focus is more on the “amount” of ocean
sound, which is classically defined as the sound pressure level (SPL), evaluated in a spacetime-frequency grid—a process sometimes known as sound mapping. Sound mapping
offers a pictorial cue of sound-level distribution in space and time, with the objective of
determining stress locations, with possible impacts on marine species, and to support
marine policies for biodiversity protection and conservation. Recently, ocean sound was
declared as an essential ocean variable 1 and an additional chapter of the recently published
United Nations World Ocean Assessment report was dedicated to ocean noise inputs [11].
A common approximation for sound mapping in the low end frequency band assumes
ship traffic as the dominant source of noise and surface wind as the main environmental
sound component. Both components may be modeled thanks to database-drawn environmental information, such as bathymetry, ocean temperature and wind speed estimates, and
to the availability of Automatic Identification System (AIS) data providing ship type and
positioning. Acoustic propagation models have been used for obtaining three-dimensional
deterministic representations of the shipping noise field [12–14]. Since this process is very
computer intensive, especially for large bathymetrically challenging areas with intense
traffic, an alternative would be to represent ship location with a statistical distribution,
and therefore, the output ocean noise map becomes also a stochastic process [15]. Sound
generated at the sea surface by the action of wind is known to be predominant above a
frequency of a few hundred Hz [7,9,16]. Below that frequency, wind sound exists but is
exceeded by the noise from distant shipping (30–150 Hz) and earthquakes (<30 Hz). The
contribution of Cato [17] with ocean sound surveys in Australian waters where shipping
noise is low, and later by Burgess and Kewley [18] using a surface steered vertical array to
exclude shipping noise from distant sources, was determinant for establishing an empirical
dependence of ocean sound on frequency and wind speed [18,19].
Sound maps suffer from inherent model uncertainties, which call for adjustment with
actual field data, which is a process also known as “field calibration”. Field calibration of
sound maps has been attempted with various approaches, such as for example by adjusting
source level, as proposed in a simulation exercise in [20], or by adjusting bottom parameters
in the acoustic models [21]. It remains unclear how to validate the improvement obtained
by each field calibration strategy and how this improvement extends for time periods and
locations where there are no ground truth observations.
Marine life protection and conservation requires commonly agreed policies, which in
turn calls for identifiable and meaningful indicators. For indicator building, it is common
practice to separately consider the effects of impulsive noise and continuous noise [22]. The
former is normally of high or very high intensity, short duration and is localized both in
time and space, while the latter is usually ubiquitous and of moderate or high intensity.
A recently proposed candidate for continuous noise indicator is based on Excess Noise
Level (ENL), which is the anthropogenic noise on top of the natural background ambient
sound [21]. One fundamental difference from other existing indicators, such as sound
exposure (SEL) or sound pressure (SPL) levels, which are based on absolute quantities, is
that the ENL is, by definition, is a relative indicator. So, ENL depends on the definition of
the natural background level, which raises other questions that are to date still unclear (see
Section 4).
Due to the inherent quality and extent limitations of acoustic data recordings, for
the validation of model data, the objective of this paper is not so much that of providing
truthful sound level estimates for the area and period at hand but more that of proposing a
methodology that relies on the coupling of a coherent broadband ENL formulation and a
simple field calibration method, allowing to correct for model data systemic biases.
Acoustic recordings were performed in June 2018 at three locations to the southwest of
Faial-Pico Islands, in the Azores. The quality of the data set as well as recording equipment
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limitations are taken into account. For modeling purposes, anthropogenic noise was
reduced to shipping drawn from AIS data, and environmental noise was attributed to
surface wind only. Data-model comparison allowed introducing spatial weighted field
calibration model corrections for an extended area covering four islands, where baseline
and ENL fields were estimated. It is therefore expected for the results to provide a basis for
ground truth and meaningful policy indicators of ocean noise pollution.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the theoretical background of the
models and proposed methods as well as a description of the acoustic recordings; Section 3
describes the results obtained using the Faial–Pico data set to generate sound maps for
a wider area (central group of islands of the Azores archipelago); Section 4 discusses the
results obtained; and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Environmental Data and Ship Traffic
The Azores archipelago central group is formed by five islands, four of which are
shown in Figure 1 along with the bathymetry as extracted from the GEBCO 2 database
[23]. The study area is dominated by deep water with two prominent features: one is the
shallow channel between Faial and Pico islands, with a mean depth of only 80 m and the
other is an area of shallow banks (<200 m depth) to the southwest of Faial Island, which is
a known fishing area. The center box designates the area where the three acoustic recorders
(named as CA, IN and MG) were moored.

Figure 1. Azores archipelago central group: bathymetry according to GEBCO database [23]. The
center box designates the area where the three acoustic recorders (CA, IN and MG) were moored.

Figure 2 shows cumulative plots of temperature, salinity and sound velocity profiles
with their mean (in red), taken in point stations across the study area and for the month
of June 2018. These data were obtained through numerical modeling with sea surface
temperature, sea level and thermistor data assimilation, from the CMEMS-Copernicus
Marine Service 3 database. The water column shows a typical downward refracting sound
velocity profile with a deep sound channel and where the critical depth is not reached.
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Figure 2. Cumulative temperature, salinity and sound velocity profiles along the study area for the
month of June 2018. The mean profiles are shown in red. Source: CMEMS—Copernicus Marine Service.

Figure 3 shows the mean wind speed over the month of June 2018 as predicted by the
ECMWF 4 [24].

Figure 3. Azores mean wind speed for June 2018. Source: ECMFW [24].

The cumulative ship distribution drawn from AISHub 5 over the whole month of
June 2018 for the study area is given in Figure 4 using logarithm base 10 of ship density
evaluated in ship × hour per arc minute2 .

Figure 4. Cumulative ship density for the month of June 2018. Source: AISHub.

2.2. Acoustic Recordings
Acoustic data were recorded with three Ecological Acoustic Recorders (EARs) [25].
These are duty cycle programmable long endurance deep water recorders with an assumed
flat sensitivity over the band 20–1000 Hz, operated at a sample rate of 2000 Hz, 16 bit
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resolution, 47.5 dB total chain gain and a zero-to-peak voltage at the ADC input of 1.25 Volts.
An antialiasing low-pass filter was used to avoid out of band energy spillover, and a highpass filter set at 20 Hz is used by default to attenuate high-amplitude ocean pressure
oscillations. SPL was obtained for 1 s duration Hann-windowed intervals with 50 % overlap
using the PAMGuide tool [26]. The PAMGuide is an open source tool running under
Matlab® and R which has been widely used and benchmarked 6 . The three recorders at
locations CA, IN and MG (shown in Figure 1) have individual sensitivities of −193.44,
−193.14, and −194.17 dB re 1 V/µPa, and they were moored at depths of 484, 200 and
200 m, respectively. Recorders’ position aimed at recording traffic to the west (MG), to
the east (CA) and through the channel (IN). Depth was 10 m above the bottom at each
chosen location in order to avoid too strong currents and the associated flow noise. For
model comparison, the data were averaged in 10 min intervals and summed in 1/3-octave
(base 10) bands over the 40–1000 Hz frequency interval. Internal clock drift exists and is on
the order of 1.5 s/day, but it has not been measured for that specific deployment, so data
validation through individual target tracking is only approximative.
2.3. Ocean Sound Modeling
As mentioned above, and for the frequency band 40–1000 Hz, a two-component model
of shipping noise and surface wind generated sound will be assumed. Therefore, the model
sound level output Lm will be given by
h
i
Lm (t, f , r) = 10 log10 10 LS (t, f ,r)/10 + 10 Lw (t, f ,r)/10 ,
(1)
where LS is the shipping sound level and Lw is the surface wind generated sound level
both in dB, and for time t, frequency f and location r (latitude, longitude and depth).
2.3.1. Shipping Noise Model
The modeled shipping noise component LS in (1) is given by
"
LS (t, f , r) = 10 log10

Qt

∑ 10LHq (t, f ,r;rq )/10 10LSq ( f )/10

#
,

(2)

q =1

due to a shipping distribution of Qt contributing sources of individual source level LSq ( f )
(in dB) propagated from the q-th source with a propagation loss L Hq (t, f , r; rq ) (also in dB)
between source location rq and receiver location r at time t and frequency f . Note that
L Hq is negative, since it represents a power loss along the propagation path. The number
of ship sources Qt , source type and position rq are obtained through AISHub (see above).
The RANDI model [27], recently updated with the inclusion of uncertainty [28], has been
successfully used for determining source level. However, this model was not used in this
study since it typically requires additional input information, some of which was missing,
potentially leading to a higher uncertainty. Therefore, source level coefficient LSq was
deduced from historical measurements in a lookup table style, according to ship type from
McKenna et al. [29], except for sailing vessels whose source level was empirically set to
1% of that of cargos ≈ 20 dB (see [30,31] for details). Source depth for the various ship
types was set according to Scrimger and Heitmeyer [32]. Transmission loss is estimated
with the Kraken normal mode model [33] using environmental information described in
Section 2.1. Specific bottom properties for the area were not available; therefore, a generic
bottom composed of one sand covered a 10 m thick sediment layer over a semi-finite hard
rock half space was used [13]. Taking into account the mean water depth in the area, the
role of the bottom on transmission loss estimation is expected to be minimal.
2.3.2. Surface Wind Sound Model
The term Lw in (1) is the surface wind generated sound level component for a wind
speed measured (or predicted) at time t, frequency f and position r, using the ECMWF
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database [24]. The adopted wind generated sound model is that proposed by Kewley et al. [19] that assumes a double mechanism: one for low sea state, and another for high
sea state involving the formation of white caps, with a crossing wind speed of about 8 to
10 kn. According to this model, the wind sound term in (1) may be written as
h
i
Lw (t, f , r) = 10 log10 10 L1 ( f ,v)/10 + 10 L2 ( f ,v)/10 ,
(3)
where the two parameters L1 and L2 are, respectively, given by
L1 ( f , v )
L2 ( f , v )

= α( f ) + 10 log10 v,
= β( f ) + 30 log10 v,

(4)
(5)

where α and β are two coefficients obtained from curve fitting on the experimental wind
sound spectra, and where v is the scalar wind speed [19]. For the case at hand, this requires
resorting to the a priori source level spectra and to the assumed bottom loss curves, whose
process is described in [19], and the result is given in Figure 5, where data-drawn curves
(continuous lines) are approximated by (3)–(5) (dashed lines), for wind speed (a) and for
sound level (b).
(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Kewley et al. [19] empirical wind sound model nonlinear least squares fitting of data drawn
model (continuous lines) with (3) (dashed lines) for noise level as a function of: wind speed (a) and
frequency (b).

Clearly, curve fitting is better for higher wind speeds.
2.4. Simple Field Calibration
Assuming the ocean sound modeling simplifications above, the field calibration process may be schematically represented by the diagram of Figure 6.
The calibration feedback (dashed lines) act on the source level inputs (1) or on the
environmental properties inputs (2) to the acoustic model as proposed in [20,21], respectively, or directly onto the modeled field (3), as proposed here. An open possibility is to
act simultaneously on several input parameters, but to our knowledge, that has not been
attempted to date.
The standard procedure follows to estimate sound maps in 1/3-octave frequency bands
(base 10) represented by their center frequencies. With each center frequency, one may
associate an SPL empirical distribution deduced from the data observations and another
one from the model predictions. In theory, assuming a Gaussian distributed acoustic
pressure, SPL should be distributed according to a modified χ2 with a number of degrees
of freedom equal to the number of power bins time-averaged to obtain the SPL estimate.
However, when the number of averaged bins is large (say ≥ 30), the corresponding χ2
distribution tends to a Gaussian distribution via the central limit theorem, so it is fully
characterized by its two first moments.
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Figure 6. Continuous noise low-frequency field calibration by acting on: (1) the assumed ship
source level, (2) environmental properties’ inputs to the acoustic model, or (3) directly on the model
distribution output (AIS: Automatic Identification System; Env: environmental information; SL:
source level; Wind: wind distribution information).

With that in mind, an ad hoc procedure to allow for data-model fitting that is much
simpler and easier to implement than those previously proposed would be to perform
a simple variable transformation from the model to the data distribution. The simplest
example would be given by a linear transformation in the SPL space such as Y = AX + B,
where B is the mean shift and A2 represents the variance coefficient. If X : N (m X , σX2 )
represents the model samples, then Y : N (mY , σY2 ) represents the recorded data samples. It
follows that mY = Am X + B and σY2 = A2 σX2 . Knowing (m X , σX2 ) and (mY , σY2 ) at the data
recording stations, coefficients A and B can be readily determined. A set of coefficients
would be calculated for each frequency band across the spectrum, ending up with a spectral
calibration coefficient set of the form { A( f k ), B( f k )} for f k 1/3-octave band (base 10) center
frequencies in the (40–1000) Hz interval. A broadband calibrated estimate may be obtained
through a power sum over the full band, which requires descending from the level in dB to
power. Working out the 10 log10 factor allows to write the field calibration linear transform
in power as PY = PXA 10B/10 , where PX and PY , are the power counterparts of dB levels X
and Y, respectively.
If the recording equipment is calibrated, free of interferences and self-noise, data
observations may be trustful. In that case, the proposed simple field calibration may correct
model systematic biases with the adjustment of the distribution mean and, in case, data
spread misfit by adjusting the model variance. This is obvious for the time and locations
where the data were gathered. However, there is no guarantee that the same correction
coefficients are still valid out of the recording area and time interval. The domain of validity
depends on a number of factors, namely on the origin of the data-model mismatch. As an
example, if a systematic frequency-dependent mismatch exists due to an erroneous water
column sound speed, the proposed field calibration may prove useful for the whole time,
period and area.
2.5. Definition of Excess Noise Level (ENL)
The concept of excess noise level (ENL) aims at determining the “amount” of anthropogenic noise in surplus of the natural ocean sound normally present in the ocean [21]. This
requires a measurement (or an estimate) of the sound level normally present in the ocean,
which is sometimes also known as the background or baseline ocean sound level. Obtaining an ocean sound measurement free of anthropogenic noise is nowadays practically
impossible. There were attempts to obtain such estimates by reprocessing old data records
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obtained 50 or more years ago in exceptionally quiet places or particular environmental
conditions with unclear success [34–36].
The adopted definition for ENL is logically given as the difference in dB between the
measured and the baseline SPL at any given point in time t, frequency f and space r, which
is expressed as
L E (t, f , r) = L T (t, f , r) − Lb (t, f , r),
(6)
where L E is the ENL, L T is the total sound level, and Lb is the baseline ocean sound level
without anthropogenic pressures. All quantities are in dB. The total sound field will be
obtained either directly as the measured SPL or as the modeled sound level Lm given in (1).
Using power pressure quantities P such that for any SPL L in dB, we have L = 10 log10 P,
we may rewrite (6) as
L E (t, f , r)

PT (t, f , r)
,
Pb (t, f , r)


Ps (t, f , r)
10 log10 1 +
,
Pw (t, f , r)

= 10 log10
=

(7)

where the low-frequency band assumption allows considering the total power field PT =
Ps + Pw , with Ps being the shipping noise and Pw being the wind sound power, and that
the baseline field Pb = Pw . Under these assumptions, the instantaneous ENL given by (7)
will be always ≥ 0. While the instantaneous ENL aims at determining excess noise taking
into account the modeled conditions at a given time and location, an alternative would
be to define the baseline level as a mean over time, in which case Pw (t, f , r) in (7) will be
replaced by the mean value over time P̄w ( f , r).
2.6. The Broadband Case
Farcas et al. [21] proposed a definition for the broadband ENL where full field and
baseline levels’ difference are averaged over the band as (using the notation above)
"
#
K

L E (t, r) = 10 log10

∑ 10[LT (t, fk ,r)−Lb (t, fk ,r)]/10

− 10 log10 K,

(8)

k =1

where K is the number of 1/3-octave frequency bands (base 10). The second term in (8) is,
according to the authors, a correction term to adjust for zero broadband excess when no
shipping noise is present 7 . An alternative way to write (8) is given by
"
#
1 K PT (t, f k , r)
L E (t, r) = 10 log10
,
(9)
K k∑
P (t, f k , r)
=1 b
where it is clear that this ENL definition amounts to the average of the ratio of total power
to the baseline power which is, in this case, the wind generated sound power Pw .
The dependence on the correction term may be avoided if, instead of the average of
the ratio, we use the ratio of the average. In that case, the proposed alternative definition
for ENL would be
"
#
∑kK=1 PT (t, f k , r)
L E (t, r) = 10 log10
,
(10)
∑kK=1 Pb (t, f k , r)
where the 1/K coefficient disappears in the ratio. The summation of power over the band
that appears in the numerator and denominator of this ratio represents, according to the
Parseval theorem, the total field energy and the baseline energy. Energy is the meaningful,
and thus the preferred, quantity for the definition of excess noise as an indicator of harm to
marine life.
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3. Results
This section presents and explains how results were obtained, while their detailed
discussion is deferred to the next section.
3.1. Faial-Pico Acoustic Data Set
It is relatively usual to analyze the statistical behavior of an ocean sound data set
through its spectral probability density. These are shown in Figure 7 for the received data at
the three locations CA, IN and MG in plots (a) to (c), respectively. For each 1 Hz frequency
bin, the power spectrum samples obtained on 1 s duration intervals over the whole month
with 50% time overlap but no averaging are sorted on 1 dB slots. The color scale denotes
a normalized sample count in order to yield an elementary probability estimate for each
sound pressure level across the frequency band.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Spectral power distribution with 1 s, 50% overlap time slots between 14:00 and 20:00 UTC
in June 2018 for recorders at sites CA (a), IN (b) and MG (c).

Large spurious peaks corrupt the data in some narrow frequency bands for CA and IN
(plots (a) and (b)) and possibly over several frequencies for MG (plot (c)). These peaks are
hardware related, which is possibly due to a defecting amplifier gain. The data gathered in
the frequency bands where these oscillations occur are targeted as self-noise and therefore
unusable for field calibration; these should be excluded during processing.
3.2. Experimental and Modeled Data
Figure 8 shows histograms through time of the experimental data (red), shippingsurface wind sound modeled data (blue) and spatial weighted calibrated model data (green)
for the CA recording location at the 1/3-octave (base 10) frequency bands between 40 and
1000 Hz. The broadband distribution (bottom right plot) is also shown. Similar results
were obtained for locations IN and MG (not shown). In order to mitigate the impact of the
data quality impairments found in the previous section, the frequency bands containing
the two highest peaks on each plot of Figure 7 were filtered out, according to Table 1.
The field calibrated distributions (in green) were obtained with the proposed method (see
Section 2.4).
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Figure 8. Empirical SPL histograms for 1/3-octave bands (base 10 center frequencies (Hz), and
broadband—bottom right) between 40 and 1000 Hz, using 1 s time slots with 50% overlap, between
14:00 and 20:00 UTC in June 2018 for recorder location CA at 484 m depth: recorded data (red),
shipping and wind model generated data (blue) and spatial weighted calibrated data (green) (Axes:
probability density (y) in 1 dB re µPa, SPL bins (x)).
Table 1. Recorder’s self-noise filtered bands.
Recorder
Sites

Bands
(Hz)

CA
IN
MG

[188–197], [374–393]
[184–192], [357–387]
[267–274], [528–553]

In this method, the adjusting coefficients { A, B} for each location were drawn from a
distribution that merges time samples from all three locations CA, IN and MG. This allows
including all the observed data in the calibration method which is expected to be more spatially robust than by using individual sensors. In return, the calibrated distributions are not
exactly matched (in mean and variance) to the data in each frequency band for each sensor
data set. This is illustrated, for the case of CA, in Figure 8, as a slight mismatch between
green and red curves. This mismatch can also be noted in the broadband case (bottom right
plot), since the calibrated broadband distribution is obtained from the samples summed up
over all the frequency bands and not from an adjustment between the broadband model
and the data histograms. Overall, for the three locations, the mean absolute error between
model and data is in the order of 6.8 dB, and it is reduced to 3.9 dB after calibration.
In order to illustrate ENL estimation, we start by extending the modeling effort to the
wide target area producing one sound map every 10 min with a spatial grid resolution of
approximately 500 m at 10 m depth. Figure 9 shows the model estimated mean SPL field for
each 1/3-octave band (base 10) in (40–1000) Hz and the broadband case for the whole area.
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Sound levels are lower for the lower frequency bands, with the broadband case showing
the highest level overall. The heavier ship traffic lanes are visible in almost all frequency
bands.

Figure 9. Estimated time mean SPL for the 1/3 octave bands (base 10) center frequencies in
(40–1000) Hz and broadband mean using (10) (bottom right plot), at 10 m depth for June 2018 (axes:
Latitude (y), Longitude (x) both in decimal arc degrees).

The next step is to compute the ENL using (7) and putting together the whole band
using the proposed formulation (10). Figure 10 shows the 95, 75, 50, 25 and 5 percentiles
and then the mean broadband instantaneous ENL field at 10 m depth. ENL of up to 35 dB
re 1 µPa2 can be estimated in the shallow channel between Faial and Pico Islands only for
5% of the time, with a number of clear outliers present in the mean surface.

Figure 10. Instantaneous excess noise level (ENL) predicted percentiles and mean over the
[40–1000] Hz band at 10 m depth for the Azores central archipelago, in June 2018 with a spatial
and time resolution of 500 m and 10 min, respectively (axes: Latitude (y), Longitude (x) both in
decimal arc degrees).

3.3. Field Calibration
The simple calibration method outlined in Section 2.4 with the data-dependent modifications set forth in the previous section illustrated in the distributions of Figure 8, was
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applied to the modeled data at the recorder locations for verification and then extended to
the full study area and time period. Figure 11 shows the predicted ENL statistics for the
same parameters as in Figure 10 but using the { A, B} field calibration coefficients deduced
from the observed data as explained above.

Figure 11. Data-calibrated instantaneous broadband excess noise level (ENL) predicted percentiles
and time mean in [40–1000] Hz band at 10 m depth for the wider group of islands, in June 2018 with a
spatial and time resolution of 500 m and 10 min, respectively (axes: Latitude (y), Longitude (x) both
in decimal arc degrees).

4. Discussion
There are clear high-traffic ship paths around the islands of Faial and Pico as well as
to some destinations in S. Jorge Island. Some routes lead northwest to Corvo and Flores,
and to Graciosa to the northeast, which are all outside the study area. No traffic zones are
clearly identified to the northeast of S. Jorge, around Terceira and to the boundaries of the
area. Less traffic does not necessarily mean less noise, especially if these areas are within
an acoustic propagation range from intense traffic lanes.
Acoustic data recordings at the three sites to the south of the islands of Faial and
Pico are generically consistent with AIS ship traffic density in the area of Figure 4: high
noise level is associated with paths of more sustained ship traffic. Figure 7 shows a
progressive signal attenuation as frequency decreases below approximately 300 Hz, which
is an important band for shipping noise. Additionally, Figure 7 shows that a few tonal
frequencies are strongly disrupted by what is believed to be recorders’ self-noise. The
disturbed frequencies varied from one recorder to the other with peaks up to 30 dB above
the mean. These are clearly hardware self-noise related. This legitimately casts doubt on
the quality of this particular data set for truthful field calibration. However, the proposed
filtering attempts to mitigate this issue without compromising the proposed field calibration
and ENL estimation methodology.
Statistical SPL distributions for the 1/3-octave (base 10) bands (Figure 8 red curves)
showed relatively narrow density functions with frequency variable mean, self-noise
limited low levels (possibly due to the limited number of resolution bits or low gain)
and the typical slow drop off queue for higher levels. As previously mentioned, these
distributions were obtained after filtering the frequency bands of the main abnormal peaks
seen in the spectral probability density of Figure 7.
Histograms for the modeled field, including shipping noise and the surface wind
background, were obtained in the same conditions as the data, i.e., for the recorder locations
(latitude, longitude and depth) and for the same time frames (14:00–20:00 UTC) (Figure 8
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blue curves). In general, the model tends to overestimate the data for the low-frequency
bands until 159 Hz while a better model-data fit is obtained for frequencies above. In some
cases, the model data distribution is multimodal, which is also found in the observed data,
but with a much larger variance. However, no low-level limitation is found in the modeled
data. The larger probability peaks found in the data are simply due to the histograms
normalization so they can be assimilated to probability density functions with a unit
surface. These differences across the spectrum were used as the basis for the proposed field
calibration method for the wider area as applied in a “not so good” real data recording.
Modeling is extended to the wider area and for the whole month, as shown in Figure 9.
To make a fair comparison, the same color scale is used for all frequency bands. As expected,
levels are lower for the lower bands and increase with frequency. Noise peaks up over
120 dB in the channel between Faial and Pico and out of the port of Terceira. Several ship
routes are clearly highlighted between Faial-Pico to S. Jorge and Terceira Islands as well as
joining other islands. Acoustic SPL peaks scattering from these routes can be seen to the
southeast of Faial-Pico-S.Jorge and the shallow banks to the southwest, which is possibly
due to the already mentioned fishing activity in the area. The wind model is then used
as a baseline for computing the instantaneous ENL using a definition (7) in its broadband
form using (10) as shown in Figure 10. Statistical instantaneous ENL analysis through
percentiles shows ENL of 15 to 25 dB in extended regions away from the islands but only
5% of the time. ENL progressively reduces down to 10 and 5 dB for percentiles 75 and 50,
respectively. Percentiles 5 and 25 are almost flat at a level of only a few dB. This view is
consistent with the mean instantaneous ENL broadband plot (bottom right plot).
The calibration process tends to approach the model to the data, imposing lower mean
levels in the lower frequency bands and narrower distributions (smaller variances), as
shown in Figure 8 (green). The filtering of the self-noise frequency bands and the spatial
weighting of the data sets of the three recorders solved those biases, although the tendency
of reduced mean levels and variances is still clear in the percentile plots of Figure 11 of the
calibrated field when compared to the non-calibrated of Figure 10. For most of the time (p95
and p75), surfaces are flat at only a few dB ENL, while there are a few high peaks reaching
over 15 dB at the usual locations and only for small time periods (5 and 25% of the month).
Comparison of Figures 10 and 11, before and after calibration, shows an overall ENL mean
decrease of approximately 8 dB re 1µPa. The validation of the calibration process is an
extremely challenging task due to the lack of observations both in time and space, especially
to the east and northeast of Pico Island, although we believe that the proposed calibration
methodology provides a balanced adjustment for systematic modeling errors coherent with
patterns of the study area. If the same exercise was to be performed in another period of
the year, the modeled field would adapt to the then-shipping and wind distributions, and
we speculate that a similar adjustment of the model to the data field would be obtained.
5. Conclusions
The Azores is an important habitat for cetaceans [37], but it is also a crossroad of
several long-haul shipping routes, and a significant part of its economy is based on marine
traffic around and between islands (ferries, leisure, small cargo and fishing). Marine traffic
produces ocean noise that impacts on marine species. The Azores is also challenging for
acoustic monitoring because it is a vast deep ocean area with a few islands for supporting
permanent monitoring buoys or platforms. The goal of this work was twofold: provide
evidence for the methodology of broadband ENL estimation as the basis for a continuous
noise indicator, and propose a simple field calibration method to extend data collected on
three recorders located in a small area during 6 h a day to a wider ocean area for the whole
month of June 2018.
It is extremely difficult to properly validate the results obtained without adequate
spatial and temporal direct sampling. However, the proposed broadband ENL formulation
appears to provide an adequate correlation with the known marine traffic activity in the
wider area. More surprising were the vast areas of high ENL to the southeast of the central
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islands due to acoustic propagation from the shipping to and from Terceira. However,
these only occur for a small portion of the time in the month considered. An attempt for
calibrating model predictions in the wide area using field data at a single location induced
an overall ENL reduction in the wider area, which is in line with the direct observations
of where and when these were performed. Excess levels seem to be relatively low for the
considered area and for most of the time during the study period. The authors acknowledge
that the calibrated area might be too vast for such a spatially localized small number of
observations. The availability of a dedicated tool for determining field calibration spatial
coverage with some degree of confidence is lacking.
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Notes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

By the Global Ocean Observation System (GOOS)
General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans, https://www.gebco.net, accessed on 30 November 2021
www.copernicus.eu, accessed on 30 December 2021
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, www.ecmwf.int, accessed on 30 January 2022
Ship Automatic Identification System data exchange, www.aishub.net, accessed on 30 January 2021
Including Matlab® and R codes supplementary information.
https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.12330, accessed on 30
January 2021
After contacting the authors, a typographical error was corrected in the paper Equation (1) to obtain (8).
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